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I am an artist and a photographer from Braddock Pennsylvania. Braddock Penn is where
Andrew Carnegie migrated to and started the whole industry of steel mill and railroad
companies and within that history in our school books and documentaries..Theres never been a depiction…told about 
what happened to african american families after they migrated there and were left without any jobs once the industry 
crashed. Braddock is one of the most polluted toxic places in the region and all of us have terminal illnesses. My family 
has died off because of illnesses like cancer and lupus.

I have lupus. A lot of my self portraits are about documenting myself when I have a lupus
attack. The portraits of me and my mother together are documentations of us after surgery or when we are sick, the photo 
of my grandmother on her bed- i mean she fought pancreatic cancer, up until the end. I think that people should know. 
That this is what you’re actually getting into… it goes above all the discrimination that has happened historically because 
toxicity doesn’t discriminate. We have a right. As poor or working class people or elderly people to see ourselves in these 
institutions.



We have a right to have our voices heard at this type of level and to be taken seriously. Looking in the history books, chapter 
after chapter not seeing this kind of work there or being validated…I'm a firm believer that what you go through validates 
you. The only way for me to make a mark on history or to insert my family or community is though the tools and forms of the 
arts. Im offering my viewers the opportunity to learn through three women's bodies another part of american history through 
the 20 and 21st century.

The photograph of myself in my grandmothers clothing is an indication to the viewer that I don't separate myself from my 
mother and my grandmother, I see us as one entity of time that continues to grow and move on even if one of us dies. My 
grandmother represents the past my mother represents the present and I represent the future. This show, which is very 
much a gesture to modernism in the middle of the 21st century when everything is about abstraction and technology and big 
colourful prints…

Im making a statement, that this work needs to exist within contemporary art because look at the reality that we are facing in 
our country today. If we don’t have photographers that are willing to make these kinds of portraits and contest mainstream 
media and complement the stories that they’re telling…then we are going to loose another part of humanity.

So I am not a afraid to make that sacrifice and risk to make my personal body so public. Because someone has to say it and 
do it and I think its the right thing to do.
(video interview)



“What happens when visitors to museums and galleries encounter displays, educational 
programmes and other interpretive projects that are designed to offer and illicit support for new 
ways of understanding disability? How do visitors respond…?” (p. 92)

- Dodd, Jones, Jolly & Sandell (2010)





























June 9–August 17, 2016
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